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Abstract
This paper summarizes the research issues in the area of XML data management
and mobile transactions performed at the University of Paderborn. We shortly describe the problems worked at and the basic solution ideas, and we refer to the further
literature that provides detailed descriptions of the elaborated solutions.

1 Introduction
Whenever (XML) data is shared between multiple clients in mobile ad-hoc networks, database technologies face new challenges. For example, transaction management has to consider unpredictable disconnections of clients and even that there may
be no stable server – nevertheless applications may require transactional guarantees.
Furthermore, limited bandwidth and limited energy supply require new approaches to
query processing which includes data exchange, replication, and caching of previous
query results. Furthermore, data interchange between (mobile) participants that use
different XML data formats requires specific query optimization techniques that limit
the amount of data, which has to be transformed and exchanged between different
participants. Within this extended abstract, we focus on the research that has been
contributed to this field at the University of Paderborn and summarize some of the
main results.

2 Bandwidth optimization and caching
We have optimized data exchange needed for query processing and for transaction
synchronization, while still guaranteeing correct answers and serializability [1]. When
a mobile client submits a query to the server within our approach, the server reconstructs or re-computes the data stored in the client’s cache at the server side, such that
only XML difference fragments have to be submitted to the client. Furthermore, we
have investigated how to integrate XML difference fragments and cached query results with mobile clients [2].
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3 Synchronization and cache consistency of mobile transactions
As mobile clients may lose their connection to a database server, we do not grant
locks to resources accessed by mobile clients. Instead, we use an optimistic approach
inspired by ideas of [3] that even integrates with centralized or distributed servers in
wired networks that use a lock-based protocol [4]. Our approach allows unprepared
disconnections of clients at any time without blocking the server, it allows repairing
lost connections, i.e. to continue interrupted transactions, and it allows even for crosstransaction optimization, i.e. to use cached and outdated data of previous transactions
[5]. Cache consistency is checked and guaranteed within this approach as a result of
the validation step during the transactions’ commit-request.

4 Cooperative caching and mobile ad-hoc networks
When we investigated how our approach of reducing data exchange to XML difference fragments can be extended to cooperative caching, we discovered that XPath is
too complex a language to describe cached results of mobile clients, because the execution time needed for containment tests and for computing the missing fragments
exhausts the mobile devices’ power and time resources. Therefore, we have designed
XML patterns that represent XPath fragments and support an efficient computation of
all operations on XML fragments that are needed to support cooperative caching between neighbor clients [6].
Furthermore, we have integrated data management technologies into the network
layer of the PaMANET, i.e. the Paderborn Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork, which offers
XML data access to a network of mobile clients that communicate via IPv6 [7].

5

Distributed XPath query optimization based on containment
tests and intersection tests of XPath expressions

Further work includes proof techniques for subclasses of XPath expressions, the results of which can applied to access control and synchronization techniques for XML
database transactions as well as for XPath query optimization. For the purpose of
XPath query optimization, we have implemented a subset test, which checks Q1⊆Q2
for two XPath expressions Q1 and Q2 [8], and we have implemented an intersection
test checking Q1∩Q2 [9]. If the data, that we need to answer a query, can be described by Q1, and we have a previous query result Q2 stored in a cache, and we can
prove Q1⊆Q2, we have the option to use the previous query result Q2 instead of reloading the result for Q1 from a remote location. Similarly, a query to a remote location that contains at most data that is described by an XPath expression Q2 need not
be searched for queries that need data which are described by Q1, if we can prove that
Q1 Q2=∅. Different from other approaches to containment tests and satisfiability
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test for XPath expressions (e.g. [10]), we use fast but incomplete testers which include
DTD information and use a graph-based search algorithm.

6 Query optimization on XML views
Finally, we have optimized the XML data exchange between platforms that need
the same XML data, but in a different XML format. Whenever a given XML document (e.g. a product catalog) in the XML format F1 is imported by a different application (or a different company) that needs the data in a different XML format F2, it is
common to use XML transformers (e.g. XSLT or XQuery). Instead of transforming
the whole XML document D, it may be advantageous to restrict the data that is transformed by a transformer T from F1 into F2 to the needs of a given query Q. In other
words, given Q and T, we compute a query Q2 such that Q( T(D) ) = Q( T( Q2(D) ) ).
As a result, we have to transform only a much smaller fragment Q2(D), and we have
to submit only this smaller fragment to the other company (or to the other application)
[11]. In comparison to [12], our work includes the use of filters, the transformation of
which is based on work of [13], and different from both, our approach optimizes queries through XPath views. Recent research achieved the result that the optimization of
XPath queries on XSLT views can be extended to queries in one of the languages
XQuery, XSLT or XPath applied to data that is transformed by a view given either in
XSLT or in XQuery [14]. The extension of our query optimization to XQuery views is
uses an XQuery to XSLT translation that has been inspired by ideas of [15]. We consider this to be especially helpful for applications where bandwidth is limited and a
possible bottleneck.
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